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Serried horizontal wire with V-FOLD

Description

The wire fence is composed with quadrate post or circular post and high strength welded wire fence; Welded wire

fence using high quality steel wire to welded . Dia 3.0----4.0mm, Mesh size designed as 12.7*76.2mm; Welded

point have high tensile strength. And better planeness . Making V- fold that can enhanced the anti wallop . Surface

have a strong erosion resistance and anti-ultraviolet ; Connect by screw flat bar, the installation is very easy and

convenience

Serried horizontal wire with V-FOLD fence features

 Width from 2100----2600 all available .

 Serried horizontal/vertical wire fence ,have good ability to anti --climb and anti-cut.

 Wire diameter:from3.0 ------to 4.0mm

 Hot dipped galvanized after fabricated

 Hot dipped galvanized after fabricated and then powder sprayed coating.

 Hot dipped galvanized wire welded and then powder sprayed coating.

 Extra choose the barbed wire or razor wire fence make more security .

Serried horizontal wire with V-FOLD fence application

It is often used in Power station, Commonality construction,Jail, Airport, Military base,Country border and other

high security area and place.

Specifications
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1220 2500 3.0 76.2×12.7 60×60 ×2.0 60×2.0 1600
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Material

Mesh panel using high quality low carbon steel wire and welded by computer controlled machine.Post using

international standard tube as material (60×60×2.0mm ,75×75×3.0mm,80×80×3.0mm,100×100×3.0mm

or Dia 60×2.0,89×3.0mm )

Fixings: steel brackets or flat bar, Self-break bolts adopting Stainless or Hot dipped galvanized.

Surface: Fence can use pre hot dipped galvanized wire or tube fabricate and after several clear procedure. We use

famous international powder (AkzoNobel)sprayed.In that case can got strongly resist the corrosive and ultraviolet

radiation. Double coating layer high quality anti corrupt . The longevity will 10 years long.

Hot dipped galvanized after fabricated ,The Zn can got 500----600g/m2. Longevity will got more than 15 years.

Trade Item

Delivery Terms:EXW , FCA,FAS,FOB,CFR, CIF,CPT,CIP

Payment Currency:USD, EUR, AUD,JPY, CAD, GBP, CNY

Payment Item:T/T, L/C, PayPal, Escrow

Nearest Port: Xingang port,Qingdao port

Delivery Time:General after 25days upon received T/T30% advance payment

Popular Payment : T/T 30% in advance deposit, the balance against received the copy of B/L.

1500 2500 3.0 76.2×12.7 60×60 ×2.0 60×2.0 1900

1800 2500 3.0 76.2×12.7 75×75 ×2.0 75×2.0 2200

2100 2500 4.0 76.2×12.7 80×80 ×2.0 89×2.0 2600

2400 2200 4.0 76.2×12.7 80×80 ×2.0 89×3.0 3000

3000 2200 4.0 76.2×12.7 100×100×3.0 89×3.0 3600


